CHAPTER II
THE CONDUCT OF THE STUDY
The data for this study was collected at two different points in
time, originally in March of 1968 and subse-quently in July of 1969.
While the second data gathering foray leane,d on the experiences of the
first, the first study was in no way a pilClt study for the second .
could stand independently we:t;:"e it neces sary.
game , to avoid confusion later on.

Partia~-

They

I stress this early in the.
results of the first study

were published in The Monadnock (Wood, 1969a) , were presented in a paper
delivered at the 'lfTorking Conference on Aerial Photography and Anthropolo<JY
at Harvard in May of 1969 (Wood, 1969b) and will be published later this
year as part of A Cognitive Atlas:

The- Ps:rchological Geography of Four

Mexican Cities by David Stea and myself

(S~ea

and Wood, 1971).

Further

hitherto unpublished results of the first study will be here presented,
along with the results of the second study, for the first time.
The c.ata gathering techniques revolved around the administration
of questionnaires to high school students.

There are two distinct

questionnair(!S, the first of which will be referred to as Questionnaire I
(administered in 1968), and the second of which will be referred to as
Questionnaire II (administered in 1969) .
have also been utilized.

Other sources of information

This chapter will be devoted to describing the

origins, nature, and administration of each questionnaire,
the c.haracter.istics of the sampled populations.

along with

A subsequent portion of

the chapter Hill deal with the methods of analysis employed and a
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discu~;sion
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of the other sources of information will conclude the chapter.
material will be presented in four sections:

This

1) Questionnaire I; 2)

Questionnaire II; 3) the methods of analysis employed; and 4) other
sources of information.
Questionnaire I:

The Image of the City

I am a great admirer of the city of San Cristobal.

Imbued with

a desire to better understand the reasons for my admiration of the town,
I proposed, in the spring of 1968, to undertake an analysi s of the image
of San Cristobal along the lines suggested by Kevin Lynch.

The original

study plan was to administer a questionnait·e to a captive audience during
a trip taken to San Cristobal for a couple of weeks in early April of that
year.

(This trip was jointly made by Dr.

Ingrid D. Hansen.
way into print.)

~reremy

Anderson, myself, and

All three of us conductE)d research which has found its
The time constraint dictated that: the respondents had

to be school =hildren , inasmuch as they comprised a large, readily
a ccessible sanple population.

A large sample was desired to attempt to

discover what the nature of small sample s.ize had to do with previous
0

image study results (e.g. Lynch

us~d

a total sample of sixty persons to

investigate the images of Los Angeles, Jersey City and Boston; Stea used
a sample of 335 persons to investigate the image

of Mexico City, which

has a population of seven million souls, a vast improvement, but still
relatively

s~all).

Questionnaire I was devised under the guidance of

Drs. Anderson and Stea, and drew heavily upon the questionnaires used

b~

Lynch in his United States studies , Stea in his Mexican studies, and
Appleyard et. al. in their Venezuelan work which was then still underway.
It was translated by the Romance Language Department at Clark University.
(See Appendix for this questionnaire.)
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In many respects, Questionnaire I followed the lines laid down by
the models it drew on.

It generally attempted to elicit an image of the

city such as Lynch described.
from these models.

But in other respects, it deviated markedly

A full twenty-three questions were devoted to seeking

information about the chromatic, aural, olfactory and temporal images of
San Cristobal.

The temporal image was sou<Jht by asking the aural and

olfactory questions in a temporally stratified fashion, i.e. by asking
what sounds were heard at various different times of the day.

These

twenty-three questions were asked so as to derive an image that could
expand on Lynch's concentration on purely visual phenomena.
The questionnaire was

enthusiastic~lly

administered by the town's

Escuela Tecnica Industrial y Comercial Vocacional #28 (ETIC), the town 's
only and modern high school, to one hundred and seventy-six

students.

In

my presence the questionnaires were distributed by the principal to the
teachers whorr. I then instructed as to the general nature and goals of the
study and ger,eral administration technique.
out and the

~.tudents

set to.

The questionnaires were handed

In general, the students raised few ques-

tions, but tr,ose that were asked were referred to me with the following
exceptions:

the address and official name·of the school were uniformly

divulged by the teachers and in one class the teacher volunteered the
information that a . city block averaged 100 meters square.

The results of

these questi,')ns in the given situations were ignored in analysis.

There

was a time l:_mi t of one hour set and only one student demanded more time.
The bulk of them had finished within forty-five minutes.

The questionnaires

were cursorily analyzed in San Cristobal so that place names unfamiliar
to me were discovered and checked out witt local informants.
Sample characteristics were as follows.

The students ranged in
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age from 12 to 18 years, having equal mean and median ages of 14 years.
The division as to sex was nearly equal, the girls constituting 53% of the
sample.

Within each sex, the average and median ages remained 14 years .

Nearly 59% of the 176 students were born in San Cristobal.
them were born outside the State of Chiapas.
residence was 8.9 years.

Only 3% of

The average length of

The median, on the other hand, was 12.4 years

and this reflects the fact that 27% of the students had lived in San
Cristobal two years or less (see Figure 2.1).

Generally speaking, the se

turned out to have been children from the Tzotzil and Tzeltal-speaking
Indian communities that surround San Cristobal who had proved excellent
students in ti1eir home towns and had consequently earned government aid
to allow them to complete their education in style.
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The students' degree of travel was not exceptional.

Forty-nine
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per cent of them had visited Mexico City, 8% had vi sited the United States,
while 14% had been to Guatemala.

This last figure is high due to the

proximity of San Cristobal to Guatemala - a mere five or six hours by bus.
These students are representative of San Cristobal and urban Chiapas, as
reference to the volumes of demographic (and other) information published
by J. Weber of San Cristobal

ma~

evident.

(These volumes include:

Seleccion del Prontuario de Chiapas (1967), Perfiles Municipales de San
Cristobal las Casas (1970a), and Chiapas en Una Hora

(1970b~

Senor Weber

is currently engaged in a massive geographic study of the city which

s h o~ld

shortly be forthcoming under the aegis of the Tourist Information Service.)
Of th·3 more than seventy questions asked on Questionnaire I, less
than half had been analyzed to provide the information used in the three
papers previously cited.

The balance of these question s have now been

analyzed and these data are used in this present study.

In all ,

Questionnaire I generated better than 10,000 individual bits of information.

The results that have already been

~eported

will not be examined

in any great depth here.
Questionnaire II:

The Imaqe of the Barrio

The preliminary studies and analysis of Questionnaire I raised
ipteresting que stions and lines of thinkin9" that could not be followed up
with that data alone.
administered.
drawn up in

Consequently, Quest ionnaire II was devised and

Questionnaire II (see Appendix for this questionnaire) w«s

~rune

of 1969 in the city of oaxaca and was designed with

th(~

principal intention of eliciting information not sought in Questionnaire I.
This questionnaire was created with the successes and limitations of
Questionnaire I firmly in mind and was t r anslated by Senor Enrique de la
Lanza elton, an extraordinarily articulate bilingual who was then , in
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addition to his normal occupations, the President of the Chamber of
Commerce of the State of oaxaca.
Questionnaire II, like Questionnaire I, drew heavily on the
techniques fjrst used by Lynch, with the difference in this case being
that they were not to be used to elicit the image of the city at large,
but of the smaller barrio units .

Thus the questions asked in QUestionnaire

I about the city, were asked in Questionnaire II about the barrio, and
also about individual streets, and this included the questions about
colors, sounds, smells and time.

These chromatic, aural, olfactory and

temporal questions, however, were not at all the same questions asked on
Questionnaire I.

There the chromatic questions had asked about the colcr

of a church or two, the respondent's barrio and the city.
II the chromatic questions were devoted

e~clusively

also asked about the nature of color through time.

On Questionnaire

to the barrio, and
The aural and olfactory

questions, also devoted in Questionnaire JI exclusively to the barrio,
were once agctin stratified by time, but the time strata were different.
On

Questionnctire I, the time slices had been:

morning, noon, afternoon,

evening, et cetera; while on Questionnaire II they were:
weekend and \'leekday.

day and night,

The students were also asked to compare their bar.r.io

with the city as a whole in this category of questions.
Questionna~re

II additionally asked questions about social,

religious and recreational issues.

They were asked where they went to

church, the church's name, whether or not it was on the barrio plaza, the
name of their barrio plaza, why they went there, what they did there,
the barrio fiestas were, when they were and so on.

w~at

These questions were

asked to discover what sort of non-physical attributes adhered to the
barrio.

Also unique to QUestionnaire II was the attempt to elicit images

..
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at the home and street level of existence.

Here the students were asked

to draw the facade of the block they lived on including both sides of the

•

street.

Only a couple of questions were duplicated on the two questionnaires;

for the most part,

the two questionnaires were complementary.

This eight page Questionnaire II was printed in San Cristobal in
early July of 1969 with the aid

of Senor Weber, and was subsequently

administered to around one-hundred students in the same school as the
first, ETIC.

The administration of this second questionnaire was in most

respects similar to the first.

This questionnaire, asking in excess of

eighty questions, generated once again approximately 10,000 individual
bits of information.

The results of this questionnaire were more

thoroughly analyzed in situ and unknown references illuminated as before.
The general overall sample characteristics were comparable with those
achieved in the first case as Table 2.1 illustrates.
Table 2.1

..

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF SruMPLED POPULATIONS
FOR QUESTIONNAIRES I & II

·- -·- Questionnaire
Age Range
12-18 yrs.
14 yrs.
Mean Age
Median Age
14 yrs.
Per Centage Girls
53%
Mean Age Girls
14 yrs.
Median Age Girls
14 yrs.
Mean Age Boys
14 yrs.
Median Age Boys
14 yrs.
Born in San Cristobal
59%
Born OUtside Chiapas
3%
Mean Years Resident
8.9 yrs.
Median Years Resident
12.4 yrs.
27%
Resident Less Than 2 Yrs.
Visited Mexico City
49%
Visited Unib~d States
8%
Visited Guatemala
14%

I

Questionnaire
11-19 yrs.
14 yrs.
14 yrs.
32%
14 yrs.
14 yrs.
14 yrs.
14 yrs.
62%
3%
9.2 yrs.
11.8 yrs.
32%
52%
6%
13%

II
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As a glance will indicate, the two samples are essentially
comparable.

For the indexes of age range, mean age, median age, place of

birth and degree of travel, the two samples are entirely comparable.
is, however, a point that needsfurther elucidation:

There

the question of

division by sex.
The Questionnaire I sample was neatly split as to sex, 53% of
the sample being girls.

This is a close reflection of this component of

the population of the city as a whole.

According to the 1950 Census, 54%

of San Cristobal's population was feminine (Weber, l970a).

However, only

32% of the sampled population of Questionnaire II consisted of girls.
This is no reflection of any general demographic index whatsoever.
Furthermore, I have no sure explanation of this drastic decline in girls
as a component of the sample, and the follc.wing explanation is highly
questionable.

Because the ETIC school is not large enough for all the

eligible school children simultaneously, c:asses are held on a staggered
basis, commen·:ing at 8:00, 10:00, 2:00 and 4:00 respectively.
ex~ms

is true of
college.

The same

which are administered much as they are in an American

That is, they are given in special sessions which are not

integral parts of the daily class sessions.

Furthermore there is a nearly

complete division within the school regarding the program pursued , i.e.
college prep or
male group.

vo~ational.

The vocational component is essentially a

I suggest that the reason girls comprise only 32% of the

second sample is because Questionnaire II was administered during a final
exam period ond that the day on which it was administered was the day for
much of the vocational testing, and hence highly male.

This might not te

the reason at all, but the questionnaire was administered during a final
exam period.

I would further maintain that this anamoly in no way effects
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the validity of my sample.

For Questionnaire I with its even split

sexually, the only results that correlated with sex were the graph ic
responses.
being male.

Males dominated in drawing maps, 66% of those drawing maps
Even more indicative of this is the fact that of the total

sample for Questionnaire I (176), 46% of the males drew maps, while only
22 % of the girls drew maps .

The fact that the content of these images

could not be discriminated by sex indicates that the heavy male response
to this question reflects only the educational differential of boys having
been formally exposed to mapping in mechanical drawing classes, and hence
less intimidated by this question.
Since in general terms the characteristics of the first sample of
176 students are significantly comparable

it has been felt justifiable to regard

~ ith

the second sample of 100,

ans~ers

to questions identical on

both questionnaires as a single sample, an6. to regard answers to differer.t
questions as complementary.

..

This then rest:.l ts in a maximum sample size

of 276 studen1:s for certain given questions.

The two questionnaires

together gene::.-ated in excess of 20,000 individual bits of information.
The combined :3ample represents nearly 1% of the town's population as a
whole, an extraordinarly large sample for image analysis studies.
One final· characteristic of the sanple should be noted.
intents and

purpos~s,

To all

the school in which these questionnaires were

administered. is the only high school in San Cristobal.

Thus the sanple

is completely heterogenious in regard to S•:>cio-economic norms.

Only the

children of the town's two or three millionaires do not attend ETIC.
Otherwise the mix is complete.

,.

hinterlands attend ETIC.

Obviously Indian scholars from the

So have, a nd do, all the chi l dren of the

of the town's preeminent hotel.

owne~

And so do boys who have blacked and
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shined my shoes.

Verbal interviews with the school's principal, with

numerous teachers, with many town leaders, and with lots of students,
have all confirmed my personal observations:

at ETIC we have a thoroughly

heterogenious population along the town's standard socio-economic scale.
The sample population was dictated by expediency, yet the fact
that it was not representative of the towns population at large (by
virtue of its age stratification) was not mourned.

Previous image

analysis studies have been similarly non-representative yet this fact has
received scant attention.

our own personal knowledge of life must make

it perfectly obvious that different people at varying ages have differert
and varying needs and demands.

A thorough and representative image

analysis of a given city will demand that the sampled population be
rigorously stratified as to age, sex, income, cultural and locational
origin, degree and type and quality of education, and so on.

Many

different people make up a city and no collective image can be advertise:d
that does not take them all into account, from the toddler through the
geriatric, from the laborer through the le.lders, the uneducated through the
overly educated.

This study feels no need to obscure the fact that the

images it presents are those of high school students, just as Lynch felt: no
need to apologize for the adultness of his sample.

Complementary, they

. stand side by side, and together must present a fuller indication of
what succeeding studies should encompass.
Methods of Analysis
Lynchian methods of analysis have been frequently mentioned, in
this thesis, and in much of the literature cited earlier in Chapter I.
Unfortunately, few are the studies that have detailed exactly what it is
that is involved in Lynchian analysis.

Consequently I propose

to
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accomplish two things in this section .
detail how Lynchian images are

First I intend to describe in

derived.

Secondly I propose to

critically evaluate these procedures in the light of my own experience
and the experiences of others as well .
The Basic Methodology
Essentially, Lynchian images are the results of a sort of content
analysis.

Content analysis, itself, is a rather sacrosanct tool in the

academic toolbox.

The field has beem mapped by Berelson (1952), surveyed

by Cartwright (1953) and gone into at length by Pool in his Trends in
Content Analysis (1959}.

A content analysis handbook exists (Worth, Holsti,

Aaninovich and Zinnes, 1963) and there is an official content analysis
critic (Stephenson, 1963).

All these writers agree that content analysis

is performed in order to quantify information that is qualitative.
Cartwright states that the "fundamental

ob~1ective

of all content analysis

is to convert phenomena, i.e. symbolic behctvior of people, into scientific
data" (Cartwright, 1953, 466).

He goes on to say that scientific data must

display four characteristics.

These are 1; objectivity and reproducibility,

2) S'L!sceptibility to measurement and quant.i fication, 3) significance fox:
systematic theory, either "pure" or "applied," ·and 4) generalizability.
specific research objectives for which content analysis has been employed
are numerous and wide-ranging, including literature, movies, language,
dreams, folktales and now geography.

Content analysis, however, has its

limitations, but before discussing "bhe·m, we need to know very specifically
what content analysis is.
Kevin Lynch was interested in two things.

He was interested in

the question of imageability, i.e. the impact of a given urban component
upon a person, and in the question of legibility, i.e. the degree
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of order in the relationships between entities of variable imageability.
By themselves, these two interests do not require the aid of content
analysis.

Lynch could have very simply assigned values in some systematic

fashion to buildings, streets and squares and called it a day.

But he

was interested in more, he was interested in the view of the public on
these matters.
assign

Now the common man in the streets does not ordinarily

numeri ~al

values to the impact upon himself of this or that aspect

of the urban environment.

When called upon to evaluate such and such a

feature, he uses highly qualitative language including liberal sprinklings
of likes and dislikes.

This descriptive language, as valuable and

beautiful as it may or may not be, violates all of Cartwright's
characteristics of scientific data.

Somehow the highly qualitative

language of the common man in the streets (or T.C. Mits as he was once
known) must be converted to scientific data.
The
follows.

~ay

Lynch did it, and the way jt is done in this study, is as

First of all the attention of the: respondent must be focused

on the environment in question, in this
asking questions.

ca~;e

a city.

This is done by

The questions may be open-ended and undirected, or they

may be closeo and highly directed.

An exarnple·of the first type could te,

"Tell us abot::.t the places in town that you like best?" and an example of
the second could be, "What is the tallest building in town?"

In any event,

the responses to a given question are collected and this is the pool of
highly qualit:ative information that must be turned into scientific data.
To begin with, the relevant content is extracted from the pool of
responses.

If the question had been, "Tell us about the places in town

that you like best?" the relevant content would consist of all the places
mentioned by all the respondents.

For each place we would assign a
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figure representi ng the frequency with which ea ch place was mentioned,
that is, the per centage of people mentioning each place.

Thus, if out

of 100 people, 10 o f them mentioned a given place, that place would have
a frequency of mention of 10%.

All of the place s mentioned would then be

ranked in order by frequency, and classes would be formulated.

Such

classe s could be tailored for e a ch list or could be general for many s uc h
lists.

Lynch set up four classe s to handle all h i s lists , and these were :

1) over 75% frequency of mention; 2) 50-75%; 3) 25-50%; 4) 12.5-25%.
Becaus e of the larger size of our sample, we have extended this to include
a fifth class:

5) 5-12.5%. Lynch then breaks his list of elements down

into five types of urban elements, which ar(!;
path and edge.

This we have also done.

landmark , node, district,

Thus our data is broken down

into 25 distir.ct compartments, five frequency classes for each of five
element types.

Each of these 25 compartment:s is assigned a symbol and

these symbols are mapped.

The result is supposed to be the image of the

city .
This basic technique is very
responses.

effici•~nt

when dealing with verbal

This is because of the nature of the symbolic form of the

information, i.e. the information about the city comes to the investigatc·r
as language which is in and of itself a highly reductionistic symbolic
system.

Thus, when asked to describe the center of San Cr is tobal, the

students respond with lists, e.g. the Cathedral, the zocalo, the Pa l a c: i n ,
ETIC and so on.

But not only has the center of the city been reduced !:··

this list; all the information has been categorized for the investigator
by the students.

...

By this I mean to say, that each item of the list

comprises a· category in and of itself.
category and

30

does "the Palacio."

Thus "the Zocalo " becomes a

Other :::ategories could of course be
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formulated to handle the list, e.g. buildings, squares, streets and so on,
which would be far more reductionistic, but which would cause the inves tigator to eliminate material for which there was no category.

This is to

say, that the system of categorization used by Lynch and myself is
empirically based on the specific material being analyzed and is not a
theoretical system of categorization being imposed on this material.

As

I say, this is highly efficient when dealing with verbal re sponses.
It is, however, next to impossible to apply to a similar analy s i s
of graphic responses.

Let us take a real example of this problem .

Student #77 from the sample for Questionnaire II made the following list
in response to a question asking, "In your barrio, what places or things
do you remember best, or are most important or interesting to you?"
list was:

"The Church, The Palace, The School ETIC."

The

This list consis t s

of three categories of places in his barrio, the Cathedral, the Municipal
Palace and E'IIC.

This list was very simplE! to analyze.

Now let's take

a look at the map he drew in response to the successive question which was,
"Could you draw a sketch of your barrio in<;orporating this list of
important points or sites and adding to it any other important thing that
comes·to mind?"

The map this student drew is illustrated as Figure 2.2.

Quite clearly this is a map incorporating those places mentioned in his
list; ETIC, the Cathedral and the Palace, to which he has added his home
and the route he takes from home to church.

But his map also contains

scads of infc1rmation not listed for which categories must be created by
the investigator.

First of all, he has drawn the Zocalo in some detail.

This is the square in the center of his drawing.

Note that he has

differentiated between grass and sidewalk (an impression which is
reinforced by the fact that his routes do not cross the grassy plots) and
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A student's map of El Centro.

that he has indicated the kiosk in the center of the zocalo.
investigator create three categories for this information:
walks, and kiosk?

In this study I have done so.

Can the
grass, side-

He further indicates the

Parque de Arcos in back of the Palacio , indicating once again the grass
and sidewalks, but also showing a fountain (which he differentiates from
the kiosk by placing a dot in the center of the circle).
categories?

By all means.

Three more

So far, it has been smooth sailing.

The big problem, of course, is how to handle the 25 blocks and
streets the student has also drawn.

The first question is whether or not

he has drawn streets and blocks or simply blocks or streets.

Looking at

the map , you may well be convinced that this is a ridiculous question.
Obviously he has drawn streets!

Well, yes and no.

If we assume that he

has drawn the streets, to be able to map his response, we must create one
category for each of the streets.

Even if we exclude the streets

exterior to his blocks (which are bounded on one side only) this means
that we will be mapping sixteen streets by name, since streets change names
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in crossing the four axis of the city.
is justified.

Frankly, I do not feel that this

The impression of an image map, where every street

is keyed to a name, would be one of imaged detail far greater than thi s
map.

Since the image map will be derived from many maps similar to Figu re

2.2, maps without the detail that will be seen in the final image map,
we will end up with an image of the city far richer than any or all of
its constituents.

This is patently absurd.

If, on the other hand, we

assume that he has drawn, not the streets, but the blocks, we find
ourselves in the same boat, since it would be as impossible for us to
draw the blocks without indicating the stxeets.
possibility~

There is a third

that he has drawn neither blocks nor streets but has simpJy

indicated the extent of the barrio.

Since the Lynchian symbol for such

a region is an area symbol (as opposed to a point or line symbol) we can
indicate the 25 blocks on our composite image map without indicating
streets or blocks.

This is what we have chosen to do in this study.

Only streets that are named or invested with further detail, have been
mapped as st::eets in this study.

Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show maps from wh:".ch

streets themselves have been extracted, in the case of Figure 2.3, because
two streets have been named and all of them noted as streets by the presence
of light lines sketched in them, and in the case of Figure 2.4 because at
least one street has been indicated positively, i.e. not negatively, as
was the case with Figure 2.2 where the street resulted because the blocks
were drawn, but positively wh~re space is segmented because a street was
drawn.

These examples should serve to indicate some of the problems

associated in applying content analysis t9 graphically portrayed
tion.

inform~
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A student ' s map of El Centro.
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A student's map of Guadalupe .
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Critical Evaluation
There are two subjects that need evaluation atI this point.

The

first of these is the general question of content analysis, while the
second involves Lynch's assumption that frequency of mention
with imageability.

correla~es

Since the first of these is more general, and since

it is also a critique of Lynch's methodology , it will be dealt with first: .
Critical Evaluation of
Content Analysis
There are four basic criticisms that can be leveled against
content analysis in general:

1) it is reductionist; 2) it ignores the

unique; 3) it ignores associations between categories; 4) it cannot
extract content where it is not looking.

Each of these criticisms will

be briefly examined below.
Content Analy~;is is Reductionist
by Nature
This t'leans that a large body of material is compressed into
relatively fe,., categories .

In our case , tte environment of San Cristobal

is compressed into 25 categories.

While tt.is is a great advantage for

clear analysis, inherent in the process is a severe loss of information.
This is the first point that must be reali:z:ed by an investigator preparing
to use content analysis.

If the loss of information outweighs the

advantages of reduction, then content analysis should not be performed.
In our case, and the cases of Lynch and Stea, it has been felt that this
objection can be overcome by using content analysis in conjunction with
verbal descriptions to flesh out the image of the city.

In Lynch ' s Imase

of the City, 130 pages are devoted to verbal descriptions of the city and
only 6 pages to the presentation of the results of the content analysis.
In this manner the positive effects of reduction are combined with the
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positive effects of great detail.
Content Analysis Ignores the
Unique by Nature
There are two aspects to this criticism.
single response is buried in a mass of others.

The first is that any
This criticism can be

obviated by spotlighting unique individual responses and also by noting
that the goal is to derive a "public" image, which by nature subsumes
individual images.

The second aspect of this criticism is that made by

Alexander George (George, 1 959, 7-32) when he points out that an event
that happens only once may be of greater importance than an event that
occurs with great frequency .

In other words, frequency of mention may not

be a reflecti on of image impact.

This criticism is crucial to our study

of the image of the city and will be gone into in great detail later on.
Content Analysis Ignores Association
Between Categories
In the early history of content
complaint.
relevant.

~ince

an~lysis

this was a valid

the advency of contingency analysis , however, it is

l1~ss

Cc·ntingency analysis, now ordinarily a part of content analy:;is ,

establishes that two items are found together more often , or less often,
than would be expected by chance.

Contingency in this case is not

synonomous with relationship in that it postulates no necessary or causdl
relationship between contiguous items.

In any event , contingency analysis

is a part of the methodologies of Stea and myself .
Content Analysis Cannot Extract Information
In Those Areas Where it Does Not Look
This may sound absolutely ludicrous, but in fact , it may be the
most serious criticism one can level against

conte~t

analysis .

An

example of this may be provided by an unpublished study I made i n 1968
in which I attempted to derive the Easterner's image of the Far west at
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the turn of the century by performing a content analysis on forty Dime
Novels.

Since I was searching for the physical image of the Far West my

categories of extraction, which were empirically derived, related solely
to the physical elements (physical in the geographic sense , as opposed
to cultural) of the environment.

In all, I collected 6,180 landscape cues

which were divided into 156 categories, such as rocks , trees, mountains,
woods, storms, rains and so on.

These were ranked by frequency et cetera

as described above and an image of the Far West as found in the Dime
Novels was

ar~iculated.

Irked by the three criticisms of content analysis that I have
mentioned abo·.re, i.e. its reductionism , its inability to encompass the
unique, and i ·ts limited ability to evaluate associations between categories,
I performed another study.

A short section of a Dime Novel was read

orally to a group of 28 students at Clark University.
entirely devoid of physical landscape cues.

This passage was

On the basis of this

passage, whicn described the rescue of a wr.ite maiden from the clutches
of a group of Indians, the students were

a~.ked

to describe the environmef'lt.

A full 96% of the students described a plains environment.
hand, only 9% of the

On the other

6,180 landscape cues in the 40 Dime Novels themselves

involved plains imagery.

Obviously, something was wrong somewhere.

An

example of the students' reasoning is relevant:
"This is a cowboy and indian story and so by convention
it takes place in the wild West. The area is a flat
low lying plain with little or no obstruction. Encamped
on a section of this plain are·hundreds of tee-pees
(indian houses)."
Anoth~r

example shows the relevance of landscape elements not mentioned:
"Obviously mid-western . Indians. Tee-pees indicate an
environment with fairly favorable temperature precluding the.necessity of better shelters. No mention
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of trees or Nick hiding in the forest so we assume
that it is a grasslands or semi-desert (sage brush).
The chase tends to intimate a flat or slightly rolling land form. Horses mean enough grazing land.
Water available for animals. "
The point is not that the stude nt s reasoned well or poorly, but
that they conjured up fa ir ly complete images of the landscape of a region
that was not explicitly described.

Key elements in their constructions

were horses, tee-pees, Indians, none of them elements of the physical
landscape.

In a general sense the question becomes, how much of an image

can be seen as being sui generis within the actions or even the title of
the book alor.e?

For urban image analysts the question becomes, how much

of the image of the city can be seen as being sui generis within the word
alone?

Havir•g discovered the impact of the word tee-pee, I could count

the number of times tee-pee was mentioned, knowing that that word was
capable of evoking landscape images.
that are

app~rently ~

of the city?
extract

descriptions of

th!~

city, are in fact descripticns

How , in other words, can con·tent analysis be utilized to

infol~ation

is not looking?
more.

How does one discover which words

relevant to the research objective in areas where it.

I don't imagine that the question sounds so funny any

It doesn't sound funny to me, but then I don't have the answer.

~ritical Evaluation of
Lynchian Analysis

While it is true that all of the proceeding remarks about conte:1t
analysis in qeneral apply in one way or another to the Lynchian methodology,
there are certain issues that were only briefly mentioned that need
further explication, and some more issues that are only relevant to the
Lynchian methodology.
not

frequen~J

Among the first group is the question of whether or

of mention says anything about imageability.

In the second

group is the question of whether or not frequency of mention says anything
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or· not about legibility, and the question of whether or not image analysis
as it has been practiced in the past has taken sufficient account of the
goal oriented nature of human movement.

These are the three que s tion s

that will now be tackled.
Frequency of Mention and
Imageability
Imageability, once again, is concerned with the impact upon the
senses of a given entity in the environment.

In Lynch's work, Stea's

work and my own earlier work, there was an implicit assumption that if an
entity was frequently mentioned it was therefore highly imageable.

This

assumption was never clearly asserted and in some cases clearly contradicted.
In Lynch's study of Bost.on, Se:ollay Square appears on the image maps as
one of the most frequently mentioned (over 75% of the time) entities in
the city.

We are led to believe that this entity is highly imageable

because everybody mentions it.

This is because of our basic assumption

that people will not frequently mention something that is unimageable.
Yet in a detailed nine-page analysis (Lynch, 1960, 173-181) of Scollay
Square, Lynch concludes that "the Square was shapeless, hard to

visuali~:e."

He himself makes the distinction between its "structural" significance and
its visual weakness and calls it "a great visual opportunity missed."
On the other hand, Louisburg Square, mentioned less frequently than
Scollay Square (50-75% of the time) is highly imageable.

It is the "vel:y

epitome of Beacon Hill ••• the Square is a formed space, which contrasts
with and yet expresses more clearly the spatial character of the area"
(Lynch, 1960 1 170).

Furthermore he points out that Louisburg Square is

of no "structural" significance.
maps of frequency

o~

Obviously then, Lynch's image maps

mention only, with no intention of hinting at a

causal relation between frequency and imageability or even structural

art~

..
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of trees or Nick hiding in the forest so we assume
that it is a grasslands or semi-desert (sage brush).
The chase tends to intimate a flat or slightly rolling land form. Horses mean enough grazing land.
Water available for animals."
The roint is not that the students reasoned well or poorly, but
that they conjured up fairly complete images of the landscape of a region
that was not explicitly described.

Key elements in their constructions

were horses, tee-pees , Indians, none of them elements of the physical
land scape.

In a general sense the question becomes, how much of an image

can be seen as being sui generis within the actions or even the title of
the book alor.e?

For urban image analysts the question becomes, how much

of the image of the city can be seen as being sui generis within the word
alone?

Havirg discovered the impact of the word tee-pee, I could count

the number of times tee-pee was mentioned, knowing that that word was
capable of evoking landscape images.
that are

app~rently

of the city?
extract

is not looking?
more.

not descriptions of

How, in other words, can

infol~ation

How does one discover which words
th1~

city, are in fact descriptic ns

con·~ent

analysis be utilized to

relevant to the research objective in areas where it:

I don't imagine that the question sounds so funny any

It doesn't sound funny to me, but then I don ' t have the answer.

~ritical Evaluation of
Lynchian Analysis

While it is true that all of the proceeding remarks about conte:1t
analysis in qeneral apply in one way or another to the Lynchian methodology,
there are certain issues that were only briefly mentioned that need
further explication, and some more issues that are only relevant to the
Lynchian methodology.

Among the first group is the question of whether or

not frequencJ of mention says anything about imageability.

In the second

group is the question of whether or not frequency of mention says anything
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or not about legibility, and the question of whether or not image analys i s
as it has been practiced in the past has taken sufficient account of the
goal oriented nat ure of human moveme nt.•

These a re the three q uestions

that will now be tackled .
Frequency of Mention and
Imageability
Imageability, once again, is concerned with the impact upon the
senses of a given enti ty in the environment.

In Lynch's work, stea's

work and my own earlier work, there was an implicit assumption that if an
entity was frequently mentioned it was therefore highly imageable .

This

assumption was never clearly asserted and in some cases clearly contradicted .
In Lynch's study of Boston, Scollay Square appears on the image maps as
one of the most frequently mentioned (over 75% of the time) entities in
the city.

We are led to believe that this entity is highly imageable

because everybody mentions it.

This is because of our basic assumption

that people will not frequently mention something that is unimageable.
Yet in a detailed nine-page analysis (Lynch, 1960, 173-181) of Scollay
Square, Lynch concludes that "the Square was shapeless, hard to

visual i~:e."

He himself makes the distinction between its "structural" significance and
its visual weakness and calls it "a great visual opportunity missed."
On the other hand, Louisburg Square, mentioned less frequently than
Scollay Square (50-75% of the time) is highly imageable.

It is the "veJ:y

epitome of Beacon Hill • •• the Square is a formed space, which contrasts
with and yet expresses more clearly the spatial character of the area"
(Lynch, 1960, 170) .

Furthermore he points out that Louisburg Square i s

of no "structural" significance.

Obviously then, Lynch's image maps

maps of frequency of· mention. only, with no intention of hinting at a
causal relation between frequency and imageability or even structural

ar·~
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significance.

But, and it is a big but, the maps themse lves insist on

this implication.

Scollay Square appears more important on Lynch ' s

image maps - but as what ?
more important as then?

Clearly it is not more image able .
Frankly , it is hard to say.

What is it

As a node?

Does

the import ance o f Scollay Square on his image map ref l ect the frequency
of its u se?

If so , traffic counts woul d be a better mea s ure of its

significance.

As an orienting landmark?

If this i s so , clearly image -

ability has nothing to do with orientation and navigation.
being mapped?

What then i!:

Thanks to all this confusion, we really don't know.

Legibility and Frequency
of Mention
Legibility, once again, is concerned with the clarity of the
overall pattern into which the elements of the city are organized .

Lynch

himself is not altogether clear on the distinction between imageability
and legibilH:y, at one point making them synonomous (Lynch, 1960, 9).
But in most of his work, and in all of ours , imageability is "that quality
in a physicaJ. object which gives it a high probability of evoking a
strong image in any given observer," (Lynch, 1960, 9) whereas legibility
is more a measure of the clarity of relationship between objects.
distinction must be kept clearly in mind.
discuss any

This

It is possible , however , to

entity as imageable depe?ding on the scale of discourse.

Thus, while all the parts of Scollay Square may in fact be highly imageable ,
it is not necessary that Scollay Square as an entity be either imageable or
legible .

Likewise while Boston could be composed of numerous Scollay

Squares it does not necessarily follow that the city is neither legible
nor imageable.

Boston, just as all its parts have a measure of

imageability, has, as an entity, its own measure of imageability. _ If,
however, it is Boston that is being discussed as imageable, it would be
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the Boston region that would be legible or not.

Yet at the same time,

it could be asserted that Boston itself was legible or not.

In other

words, any entity has a measure of legibility and a measure of imageability.
With this distinction firmly in mind we ask why it is that
Scollay Square was unimageable?

According to Lynch it is because the

component parts of the Square have no clear relation with one another.
In other words, Scollay Square is unimageable because it is illegible
(Lynch, 1960, 173-181) .

Since the same is true of Louisburg Square, in

the opposite sense of being imageable because it is legible, and since
frequency of mention is not a measure of in.ageability, it is likewise
not a measure of legibility.

Consequently it must be seen that Lynch's

image maps,·· as well as Stea' s and my own,
of imageability or legibility.

Why is

nothing about the questions

~ay

thi~?

The Goal Oriented Nature
of Human Movement
The reason that these maps say

pot~:ing

about imageability or

leg:~hil-

ity is because the questions that were asked to elicit these maps overlook
the goal

orie~ted

nature of human movement.

Men move to provide themsel'!es

with food, shelter and clothing and to fulfill other necessary ancilliar:r
desires.

It is apodictive that man moves, but in and of itself movement

requires no orienting or navigational cuing whatsoever.
of drunks makes this quite clear .

The random strolls

It is goal oriented movement that

demands environmental cuing, and it is the nature of human goals that has
been overlooked in the

analy~is

of data generated by content analysis .

Men do not live in the entirety of cities because ordinarily their goals
are drastically circumscribed in number and vary but slightly through

ti~e.

The goals of most men most of the time include home, place of work, stores,

..
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schools, churches and places of recreation.

And the goals of one man does

not include churches, it includes one church , his church, or a school,
I

-

unless he has many children , in which case it may be two or three school s ;
maybe one , maybe two dozen stores, and so on.

Maybe all told , a hunch::eCI ,

or two hundred, or even a thousand, ten thousand goals, but from the urban
goal potential, never more than a smidgen.

It is the smallness of the

number of desired or necessary goal points that circumscribes the space
in which a man lives.

But the goal directed nature of human movement mL.st

be taken into account in urban image, or any image , analysis.
We have not been asking the questions we thought we were asking!
Since we realize that people don ' t engage themselves with the
totality of an urban area, why should we be surprised with gaps in their
knowledge?
t rips.

,.

I

r.ynch and others have asked people to describe prescribed

Ofter it has t u r ned out that the informant has never taken the

trip .

Lynch , admirably , designed his trips to cover the length and breadth

of his

citie~. ,

of any city.

not realizing that no one lives in the length and breadth
Areas that appeared confused, illegible in Lynch ' s

terminology , may have been simply unknown, app arently difficult to cognize,
because never. cognized.
tention .

Obv iously there are confusing places .

No con-

But , and once again it ' s a big but , maybe things are appearing

more confusing than they are because of methodological inanities on our
part.
"How would you go from Clark to City Hall? "

"Gee , I . don ' t k now."

"Well, say yo u had t o get there , how would you get there , do you thi nk? "
"Well, I guess I ' d go down Main Street to downtown.

..

Of course he could.

I could find it. "

The analyst meanwhile is busy coding:

path ; downto\m , district.

Main Street,

Ready to go anC. isolate some more elements with
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further inanities.

This technique could very likely discover something

about a human wayfinding mechanism, but it really tells us nothing about
environmental cues.

"Draw a map of Worcesl:er."

chaotic and incoherent.

And

th~

Naturally, so is Worcester.

map i s r.:onfused 1

But •.• it is noLhinq

as bad as these maps \vould lead us to believe, usually because the sampled
population doesn't know Worcester as a whole.

The lack of detail about

where the Expressway crosses the city results not necessarily from the
unimageable cha1.·acter of the relationship, but also from lhc tact that it
is an unexplo:r:ed aspect of the city.
ask and be entirely serious.

"Who cares?" one might legilimately

Someone living next to the Expressway could

map what he knows about the Expressway quite accurately.
he care about Brosnihan Square?
The point is simple.

Does he go there?

But what doe s

Never!

If we want to know how such and such a

landmark functions, if it is imageable, we have to discover used landmarks, and then ask for descriptions.

Thesn are separate questions.

are the landmarks, paths and so on, is not
imageable.

~:he

Whc:.t

same as asking if they're

Castle Hill Park in Worcester, dominated by its glorious

outcrop of granite and with its view of all Worcester, is highly

imageab ~e.

But, surrounded on all sides as it is by private houses, it does not aid
the legibility of that part of town.
mark.

It is imageable, but not a land-

Contrariwise, many of the drugstores in Worcester that function as

landmarks are unimageable.

The appearance of an element on an image map

does not mean that that element is extraordinarily imageable.
the worst sort of post hoc, ergo propter hoc argument.
that it is a landmark, or a goal.

This is

It means simply

Past work has included tacit assumptions

in the presentation of image maps that made these issues appear as one.
Imageability, legebility, navigation, orientation are all distinct and

..

separate, if related, issues.

All are critical, but the examination of one

of these issues may not be subsumed in an9ther.

(Most of these methodologi-

•

cal issues will be resolved later on in this thesis.)
Other Sources of Information
Data for this thesis comes from several sources other than the
276 questionnaires described above.
collected:

In addition to these,data were

1) by verbal interview; 2) by annecdotal and systematic

observation; 3) photographically; and 4) through the collection and
examination of certain archival resources.

These are each briefly

touched on the following discussion.
1)

A barrio as described above in the Prologue has many attributes.

Some of these attributes were political, religious and economic.
nature of

sue~

The

systems is to have leaders and it was thought desirable to

try and learn their points of view, particularly regarding the barrio
an institution.

a~

Availibility and willingnnss to be interviewed

circumscribed the interviewed population, hut nevertheless highly placec.
officials in the barrio juntas and in the Jnunicipal government were
interviewed, as were numbers of prominent business leaders.
information garnered in these interviews,

~on-leaders

1o balance the

were also inter-

V-iewed, smaller businessmen and clerks, as well as barrio residents.

The

highest official in the local religious hierarchy was interviewed and
meetings of Catholic laymen were attended to feel out the non-official
point of view.

The points of view of alien residents as well as of

tourists were sought, and the information collected in all the above

in~er-

views was balanced by conversations with more or less ordinary people:

•

taxi~drivers,

students, and so on.

value for the study as a whole.

These additional viewpoints had great
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2)

For a barrio study it was obviously essential that I visit

each barrio.

Visits were made to each barrio plaza and notes were taken

as to the relationship between the parish church and the plaza and the
major streets and the plaza.
each barrio:

The general observable characteristics of

major occupation, street character, street color, sntell,

feel, state of home upkeep, and so , were also noted.

Systematic

observations \•1ere made using large scale air photos, generously provided
by The Harvard Chiapas Project, of the color of barrios as was reported
in "Urban Legibility and Aerial Photography" (Wood, 1969b).

With large

scale airphotos it was a simple matter to walk through a barrio and to note
the color of each facade.

Not only was the actual collection, of informa·:io n

a simple matter, but the information was stored in a fashion which
allowed me not only to determine the averaged barrio color, but also tu
study the spai:ial trends of the colors.

Srr.ells and sounds can be mapped

in the same way, simply by walking along ar.d noting the occurrence of
this sound here and that sound there .
through time.

Series of maps could be made

What is exciting about this is the ease and efficiency

with which masses of highly invisible data can be mapped and collected
simultaneously using large scale aerial photographs.
Other observations were mixtures of a systematic approach with a
sitting-around-soaking-it-all-up attitude. Examples of this are my studies
of the various fiestas that I observed in an attempt to understand social
replication.

Private barrio and city fies1:as were mapped (what was going

on where), photographed and soaked up, literally and figuratively speaking.
3)

Photographic coverage of San Cristobal was begun in April of

1968 and has been extended in both temporal directions, backwards, by

buying up photos taken by others in the past, and forwards by myself ana
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others. · Coverage of the city now extends from the late 19th Century through
1969.

Some of this coverage, following the lead of Bacon, de Wolfe,

Nairn, and others, consists of walks through the streets of San Cristobal,
illustrating the functional and approximate kinesthetic nature of landmarks, paths, nodes and edges in the image of San Cristobal.

Other por-

tions of the photo coverage documents a variety of fiestas, all the barrio
churches and plazas, and all of the image elements mapped in "The Image
of san Cristobal."

Still another facet of this photo coverage was to

document the street facades drawn by the students in my second
questionnaire-.
4)

Host valuable among the archivul resources utilized in this

study have p1.· oved to be the posters tacked to church doors to announce
the

schedule~;

colored and

of religious festivals.

~rorgeous

At first sight these brightly

examples of the printers' art might not seem

extraordinarily relevant to our interests • . A closer look shows the
contrary to be the case.

The poster annou"1cing the celebration in hono1:

of the town's patron saint demonstrates the principle of replication
succinctly as will be demonstrated in detail later on.

Copies of the

town's bi-weekly newspapers, local publications, political tracts and
polemics, round out this category of data.

Obviously, not all the

info~ma

tion·collected in the questionnaires, the interviews, the observations, the
photographic and archival material will be used in this study.

But some

information from each source will be employed.
This will be most obvious in the following chapter, which is a
discussion of the boundaries of barrios.

Information culled from the

questionnaires, the interviews, the observations and the archival
resources will be called upon in an attempt to discover the number of
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barrios and where they begin and end.

